Design of chimaeric polymersomes.
We discuss the development of hierarchical polymer particles, or variegated polymersome composites, in which at least two different components are phase separated within one polymersome chimaera. We briefly discuss the present status in experimental polymersome research, and then discuss a speculative design strategy, based on mesoscopic simulations with a dynamical variant of polymer self-consistent field theory (Mesodyn). The main conclusion is that the counter-intuitive co-assembly of demixing block copolymers is the key in controlling hierarchical structures on a mesoscopic scale. This is the classical paradox of a chimaera: the constituents live in the same scaffold, but apart. Block copolymers beyond a certain length will always split the assembly, and without further precautions, polymer based chimaerae are intrinsically unstable. To this end, we propose the application of a branched block copolymer as composite compatibilizer, glueing the separate domains together, and thereby stabilizing the chimaeric polymersome.